We consider a weighting scheme that yields a best-case scenario for measured human development such as the official equally-weighted Human Development Index (HDI) using an approach that relies on consistent tests for stochastic dominance efficiency. We compare the official equally-weighted HDI to all possible indices constructed from a set of individual components to obtain the most optimistic scenario for development. In the bestcase scenario index education is weighted considerably more than the other two components, per capita income and life expectancy, relative to the weight that it gets in the official equallyweighted index. It also turns out that the improvement in the official HDI is mainly driven by improvements over time in the education index, the component moving fastest relative to its targets, when compared with per capita income and life expectancy. We find that the best-case scenario hybrid index leads to a marked improvement of measured development over time when compared with the official equally-weighted HDI.
Maasoumi 1999; Fleurbaey 2009 for an overview). In this context, a basic needs approach contends that individual well-being and social welfare depend on the joint distribution of various attributes, such as income, health and education. Traditionally, welfare analysis of multiple attributes is often undertaken by examining each individual attribute separately. However, this approach fails to account for the relationship between the various attributes. Alternatively, another method is to construct a single welfare index as an aggregate of multiple sub-indices, each of them capturing a single attribute. In this category we have the United Nations Development Program's Human Development Index (HDI), which is the arithmetic average of an income index, an education index and a health index. This is a summary composite index that measures a country's average achievements in three basic aspects of human development: longevity, knowledge and a decent standard of living using fixed equal weights to reflect the desire to attach equal importance to each of the above dimensions. 1 A serious shortcoming is that the construction of the above composite measure, as in the case of the separate analysis of single attributes, ignores the dependence among the various attributes. Furthermore, each sub-index is obtained as a transformation of raw components, which in turn will have an effect on the implicit weights used to arrive at the overall index. 2 For example, Noorbakhsh (1998, p. 522) highlights the importance of the normalization procedure of raw data into an index stating that "if the difference between a upper and lower bound is relatively high for one component and relatively low for another component then the effect of the former on the composite index becomes somewhat lower than that of the latter". Ravallion (1997) also suggests that two countries can reach the same HDI, yet one may rely more on economic growth while the other on attainments in health care and schooling. He calculates trade-offs between longevity and income and found that HDI's implicit valuation of one year of life expectancy is much lower in poor countries and a lot higher in rich countries. Therefore, even though each sub-index is weighted equally after converting the raw components into an index, each index has different implicit weights for different dimensions of human development. In this paper, we will adopt a data driven alternative weighting scheme to arrive at a composite index that will shed a different light on this issue. We will follow an approach to the construction of aggregate indices based on stochastic dominance (SD hereafter) analysis that avoids the problems mentioned above.
SD offers an approach for data analysis that is used in a wide variety of applications in economics. It provides an effective and viable tool for comparing welfare distributions, the main focus in this article. It aims at comparing random variables in the sense of stochastic orderings expressing the common preferences of rational decision-makers. Stochastic orderings are binary relations defined on classes of probability distributions. They translate mathematically intuitive ideas like "being larger" or "being more variable" for random quantities. The main attractiveness of the SD approach is that it is nonparametric, in the sense that its criteria do not impose explicit functional form requirements on individual preferences or 1 Each component is expressed as an index taking outcomes between 0 and 1. We are using the term "fixed equal weight HDI" in the paper to denote that each component (index) is weighted equally to construct the standard HDI. 2 The transformation of raw components into an index until 2010 is defined as follows. The value of a country's life expectancy index is obtained by the country's life expectancy in years minus 25 divided by 60, for a number that would lie between 0 and 1. The education index (E) is defined as E = 2 3 (adult literacy index) + 1 3 (gross enrolment index). This index is constructed so that a 2/3 weight is given to literacy (percentage of the population that is considered literate) and a 1/3 weight is given to gross school enrollment as a percentage of the eligible school age population and it is bounded between 0 and 1. The GDP per capita index is defined as, GDP Index = log(GDP per capita)−log(100) log(40,000)−log(100)
. Please note that for the application purposes of this paper, we consider the old formulation of the HDI which is used until 2010. After 2010, the construction of the official HDI has changed and the new formulation of the HDI is discussed in Sect. 6.1, see footnote 12.
